Evidence is available from several dozen government insiders that reveal the arrogant and corrupt war on drugs implicating key people in the three branches of government. This
evidence proves:
Drug smuggling into the United States by personnel acting under cover of government
offices and covert operations, including the CIA, DEA, Customs, and the U.S. military.
Drugs furnished by the CFA to U.S. servicemen during the Vietnam War.
Drug smuggling by the CIA in liaison with organized crime.
*Secret bank accounts for key politicians, funded by the CIA, including one recently
appointed by President Bush.
Felony cover-ups by Justice Department personnel, members of Congress,
federal judges and much of the broadcast and print media.
*Additional fraud upon the public as the same groups responsible for
imprisoning tens of thousands of men and women on charges related to
minor drug and other offenses criminally covers up for these government
crimes.
Misuse of government powzr by Federal judges as they retaliate against
whistleblowers exposing judicial and other government crimes.
Actions necessary for a few good and courageous people to stop
this arrogant and corrupt attack upon America's men and women:
Learn the facts from insiders, and then use your capabilities to inform and motivate other
good people to act. The corrupt system will not change by itself. Your help can:
Force changes in the draconian prison sentence laws for drug and other minor
offenses, to make changes in the conspiracy statutes that permit charging innocent
people with drug offenses, to make changes in the forfeiture statutes that permit
taking a person's life assets who have no connection, or at most, a minor connection
to drugs, and to remove corruot
. .~ e o.v l efrom government.
Bring about the release from prison, and relief .to those on onerous
parole conditions, who have been or will be victims of this arrogance.
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Here are the tools that can force changes and bring relief:
*Evidence provided by dozens of courageous government agents with
hundreds of years of cumulative experience.
T h e books containing this evidence, written by and with government
insiders: Drugging America and Defrauding America (by the author of
Unfriendly Skies). Written by former federal investigator and activist,
Rodney Stich, who has appeared as guest and expert on over 3,000 radio
and television shows worldwide since 1978.
T h e author is a former Navy pilot (received his wings at the same time as George Bush,
Sr.), former airline pilot in international operations, former federal inspector-investigator,
confidant to dozens of government insiders, and activist against corruption in government).

Books, Drugging America and Defrauding America
Each $28 plus $4 shipping.
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